
SHAME ON
SIMON & SCHUSTER

Follow us everywhere @actupny
www.actupny.com

Tomorrow, Simon & Schuster releases a new book by known
AIDS denial ist Rebecca V. Culshaw who continues to spread
the dangerous l ie that HIV doesn’t cause AIDS
We have known that HIV causes AIDS since 1983
 

AIDS DENIALISM

WHY WE’RE HERE

WHAT YOU CAN DO

ACT UP DEMANDS THAT SIMON & SCHUSTER

Discourages people from gett ing tested for HIV
Deters people from taking PrEP, a daily pi l l  or bi-monthly
injection that can stop you from gett ing HIV
Dissuades people with HIV from taking l i fe-saving medications
that prevent HIV spreading to others
Marginalizes people with HIV and promotes misinformation,
confusion and fear-the foundation for criminalizing people with HIV
 

Cancel distr ibution of this book
Consult with experts to assess future releases and ensure they
fol low current science
Create a health advisory group to guarantee that they don’t
spread deadly misinformation again
Donate any book profi ts to community groups working to
address HIV treatment and prevention inequit ies
 

Sign the demand letter at https://actupny.com/simon-and-schuster/ 
Spread the word on social media @SimonSchuster
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